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COMPARATIVE SEMITIC AND HEBREW 
PLURAL MORPHEMES  

Na’ama Pat-El 

1.0. Introduction 
Like many Semitic languages, Hebrew has two suffixed plural 
morphemes: -ōṯ and -īm. Typically, grammars describe the plural 
morpheme -ōṯ as marking the plural of feminine nouns and the 
plural morpheme -īm as marking the plural of masculine nouns 
(e.g., GKC, 241–43; Blau 2010, 270–73). While adjectives and 
participles exhibit a predictable gender-number distinction 
which reflects the neat distinction described in the grammars, 
substantives often do not. The distribution of plural morphemes 
with substantives is not always predictable, although gender as-
signment is not affected: e.g., ga ̊̄ḏōl~gəḏōlīm/gəḏōla ̊̄~gəḏōlōṯ 
‘big’, but za ̊̄na ̊̄ḇ~zəna ̊̄ḇōṯ ‘tail (m)’/dəḇōra ̊̄~dəḇōrīm ‘bee (f)’. 

In addition, a semantically diverse group of nouns is at-
tested with both plural morphemes, the conditioning factors of 
which are unclear: e.g., ḥăṣērōṯ/ḥăṣērīm ‘courts (f)’, qəḇa ̊̄rōṯ/ 
qəḇa ̊̄rīm ‘graves (m)’. The choice of plural formation has a dia-
chronic angle; a number of scholars have pointed to an inner-
Hebrew diachronic trend whereby post-biblical Hebrew has a 
marked preference for -ōṯ plurals, even where Biblical Hebrew 
chooses a different morpheme (e.g., Cohen 1930; Sharvit 1990, 
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337). The increasing use of -ōṯ in post-biblical Hebrew is statisti-
cally significant, as has most recently been shown by Tubul 
(2003; 2005). Tubul shows that unmarked nouns,1 mostly mas-
culine singular, select -ōṯ in Mishanic Hebrew more than in ear-
lier stages of Hebrew, while marked feminine singular nouns 
show only a minor increase of the plural -īm. 
Table 1: Distribution of mismatched plurals in Hebrew (Tubul 2003) 

 Biblical Hebrew Mishnaic Hebrew 
Unmarked > -ōṯ 6.7% 14.5% 
Marked feminine > -īm 2% 3.4% 

The question of this gender-number morphological mis-
match in all phases of Hebrew is a long-standing problem; at-
tempts to explain it have mostly been synchronic and restricted 
to evidence from Hebrew. Although the existence of gender-num-
ber mismatch in other Semitic languages is peripherally acknowl-
edged by Hebraists,2 scholars have yet to examine this phenome-
non comparatively. Given the failure to provide a coherent ex-
planation for the mismatch internal to Hebrew, it is surprising 
that so little attention has been paid to this phenomenon in other 
languages. In what follows, I would like to position the Hebrew 
case within a wider Semitic context and ask whether this system 
is especially typical of Hebrew, and, if not, what that tells us 
about plural formation in Hebrew. My aim is not to provide a full 

 
1 The term ‘unmarked’ here designates nouns with no overt gender mor-
pheme in the singular. 
2 See already comments on the situation in Palestinian Arabic in Cohen 
(1930, 282). 
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reconstruction of the Semitic system; I hope to do that in a sepa-
rate study. Rather, I wish to contextualise Hebrew and point to 
avenues which have yet to be explored. In §2.0 I review some 
inner-Hebrew explanations and show them to be insufficient. In 
§3.0 evidence from other Semitic languages is presented. In §4.0 
I offer analysis, with some implications for Hebrew. §5.0 summa-
rises my findings and offers a conclusion. 

2.0. Hebrew Plural Morphemes 
The main accounts of gender-number mismatch in Hebrew are 
lexical, morphological, or a combination of the two. That is, they 
treat plural formation as a lexical feature, unconditioned by nom-
inal morphology, as a grammatical feature, or as arising from 
both lexical and grammatical factors. 

Schwarzwald (1991) suggests that a set of synchronic rules 
applies to a large number of substantive categories in the lexicon, 
and do not follow gender assignment (the Strong Lexicalist Hypoth-
esis), while other categories, along with adjectives and partici-
ples, are marked in the grammar, and follow gender assignment 
(the Weak Lexicalist Hypothesis). According to this approach, dif-
ferent nouns are assigned plural formation in different layers of 
the grammar. Even if one accepts Schwarzwald’s position, it pro-
vides no explanation for the seeming randomness of plural for-
mation in Hebrew, which results in a synchronically incoherent 
system. This approach is also problematic synchronically, be-
cause it is unclear how nouns move from one category to the 
other, especially from the one governed by the weak lexicalist 
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hypothesis to the one governed by the strong lexicalist hypothe-
sis. 

A set of phonological, morphological, and lexical criteria 
was already suggested by Cohen (1930), which form the basis for 
most subsequent discussions of the topic. Cohen suggested that  
-ōṯ is common with nouns with a rounded vowel, certain patterns 
(miqṭēl, maqṭēl), and quadriradicals (e.g., ֹלת כְׁ  clusters’); -īm is‘ ַאשְׁ
common with certain patterns (qiṭṭūl, qa ̊̄ṭūl), segolates, and nouns 
denoting flora (e.g., ֵאִנים  .(’goats‘ ִעִזים ,.e.g) figs’) and fauna‘ תְׁ

Tubul (2003) proposes a similar set of criteria to account 
for the distribution in both Biblical and Mishnaic Hebrew. She 
discovered that gender is not a crucial factor in determining the 
plural morpheme, as 50 percent of unmarked nouns select -īm 
while the other 50 percent select -ōṯ, regardless of gender. For 
unmarked nouns selecting -ōṯ, she suggests two criteria: 

a. Phonological: nouns with a rounded vowel in the final 
two syllables of the stem tend to choose -ōṯ, which is also 
rounded, due to ad hoc vowel harmonisation. This tendency 
is claimed to be stronger in Mishnaic Hebrew.3 
b. Morphological: -ōṯ is associated with certain nominal pat-
terns.4 

 
3 There are many exceptions to this rule, of course, most notably šibbōlɛṯ 
‘sheaf’, which, in view of the feminine singular form and the rounded 
vowel in the stem, should have selected -ōṯ. Its plural, however, is 
šibbōlīm. 
4 It is worth noting, however, that the number of nouns to which this 
rule applies is small: for example, *maqṭīl (mazlēḡ ‘fork’, and five other 
lexemes), *quṭla ̊̄n (šulḥa ̊̄n ‘table’, and one more lexeme), *maqṭa ̊̄l 
(map̊̄tēaḥ ‘key’, five lexemes out of 49). 
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Marked feminine nous which select -īm typically belong to the 
semantic field of flora and fauna, although other categories are 
also possible. 

Tubul (2005) and others have noted that the plural for-
mation of the most common nouns are not morphologically pre-
dictable, while those of the least common nouns are. Tubul 
(2005, 267) suggests that speakers learnt common words as lexi-
cal items, whereas less commonly-used words were subject to 
regular morphological rules. 

If there are rules governing the selection of the plural suf-
fixes, nouns which are attested with both plural morphemes pre-
sent a problem. Multiple unrelated explanations have been sug-
gested in the literature to account for this phenomenon. Unfortu-
nately, most of them are ad hoc and do not provide a motivation 
for the phenomena in toto. 

Tubul (2007) suggests that plural morphemes are grammat-
ically determined. According to this hypothesis, different mor-
phemes are used in different states; i.e., one suffix can be used 
for the absolute, while another is used for construct. These, how-
ever, are internally inconsistent (see Table 2); nouns may use dif-
ferent plural morphemes in different states, but the choice of 
morpheme for each state is unpredictable, so the assumption that 
plural morphemes are grammatically determined does not hold. 
Table 2: Sample plural distribution by state 

 Absolute Construct Pronominal 
hēḵa ̊̄l ‘temple, palace’ -ōṯ -īm -īm 
ʾēma ̊̄ ‘terror’ -īm -ōṯ -īm 
qa ̊̄nē ‘reed’ -īm -īm -ōṯ 
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Another claim is that different morphemes correlate with 
semantic differentiation (Tubul 2003, 195); for example, qɛḇɛr 
with -īm is the plural of ‘grave’, while qɛḇɛr with -ōṯ is ‘family 
burial grounds’. Thus, in example (1), the Israelites refer to sim-
ple graves, while in (2) the reference is to Josiah’s family burial 
compound. 

י (1) ִלִ֤ ִמבְּ ַֽ ָבִרים ֙ ה  ִי֙ם ֵאין־קְּ ַ֔ ר  ִמצְּ נּו בְּ ָתָּ֖ חְּ ק  ֙ר ָל֣מּות לְּ ָבָּ֑ ִמדְּ ב   
 ‘were there no graves in Egypt that you took us to die in 

the desert?’ (Exod. 14.11) 
ת    (2) ֶנֱאַספְׁ רֶֹתיך   וְׁ לֹו֒ם ֶאל־ִקבְׁ ש  בְׁ  
 ‘you will be buried peacefully in your family graves’ (2 Kgs 

22.20) 

This explanation does not offer a coherent account of the phe-
nomenon: what governs the choice of each morpheme remains 
unclear. Worse still, this line of reasoning applies only to a small 
sample of the occurrences, and, in fact, the plural morphemes 
show no consistent semantic association. Even the noun qɛḇɛr 
does not show a regular semantic distribution of its plurals. For 
example, in (3) below, Ezekiel refers to simple graves, scattered 
around a cistern, but uses the plural -ōṯ, which Tubul argues 
should be interpreted as marking a family burial plot. Conversely, 
in (4) below, the Hittites give Abraham leave to bury his dead in 
their own family tombs, and here the plural morpheme is -īm, 
which according to Tubul’s explanation should be reserved for 
simple graves. 

ר (3) ּו ֲאש ֶׁ֨ נִ֤ ֙ ִנתְּ יָה  רֹת   ֹו֙ר ִקבְּ ֵתי־בַ֔ כְּ רְּ י  בְּ  
 ‘whose graves are set around the uttermost parts of the pit’ 

(Ezek. 32.23) 
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ר (4) ֣ ח  ִמבְּ ינּו בְּ ָבֵרַ֔ ר קְּ בָֹּ֖ ֙ך קְּ ָּ֑ ת־ֵמת  א   

 ‘bury your dead in the best of our graves’ (Gen. 23.6) 
Semantic differentiation, therefore, cannot explain variation in 
the case of most lexemes; as the examples above show, even with 
those lexemes whose variation is partially attributable to seman-
tic differentiation, this tendency is inconsistent. Moreover, there 
is no coherent account for why a specific plural morpheme is se-
lected to mark a given semantic nuance. 

But the rules governing the distribution of the plural suf-
fixes may not be purely linguistic. Within Biblical Hebrew, Tubul 
(2007) argues that genre is also an important factor. At least for 
some nouns, plural morphemes are claimed to be distributed ac-
cording to genre. Specifically, in poetry, nouns tend to select -ōṯ 
plurals, even when in other genres they do not. Here too there is 
no internal consistency; for example, in prose yaʿar ‘forest’ ap-
pears with -īm (Ezek. 34.25; 39.10), while in poetry it appears 
with -ōṯ (Ps. 29.9). But the exact opposite distribution is attested 
for dōr ‘generation’, which selects -ōṯ in prose (e.g., Num. 10.8), 
but -īm in poetry (e.g., Ps. 72.5). Genre is, therefore, unlikely to 
be a significant factor. 

Finally, several scholars suggest that alternative plural 
morphemes are used when similar plural morphemes occur in the 
vicinity, e.g., in the same clause, as a result of textual attraction, 
or ‘tonal agreement’ (Sharvit 1990, 338; Tubul 2007). For exam-
ple, in (5) below, the noun *ʾălumma ̊̄ ‘sheaf’ selects the plural 
morpheme -īm when in the vicinity of another form with the 
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same morpheme (the masculine plural participle mǝʾallǝmīm 
‘were gathering’), but not otherwise:5 

ִהֵנה (5) נּו וְּ חְּ ים ֲאנ ַ֜ ִמִ֤ לְּ א  ֙ מְּ ה... ֲאֻלִמים  ִהֵנִ֤ ֙ וְּ יָנה  ֻסב   ֙ם תְּ ֵתיכ ַ֔ ֲאֻלֹמ֣  

 ‘we were collecting sheaves… and there, your sheaves gath-
ered around’ (Gen. 37.7) 

This alleged attraction, however, does not describe the vast ma-
jority of the examples; furthermore, there are multiple examples 
where the evidence is squarely against such a hypothesis. In (6) 
below, the noun masmēr ‘nail’ is adjacent to a noun with the mor-
pheme -ōṯ (ḏalṯōṯ ‘doors’), and yet selects -īm. Meanwhile, in ex-
ample (7) below, the adjacent noun selects -īm (šǝqa ̊̄līm ‘shekels’) 
but masmēr ‘nail’ selects -ōṯ. In both cases, masmēr ‘nail’ belongs 
in the same syntactic segment as nouns with a different plural 
morpheme, and yet there is no perceivable effect on the selection 
of plural morpheme. 

֣ל (6) ז  רְּ רֹב ׀ ּוב  ים ָלָ֠ ִרִ֞ מְּ ִמסְּ ַֽ ֧תֹות ל  לְּ ד  י֙ם לְּ ָעִרִ֛ שְּ ה   
 ‘iron in abundance for the nails of the gate doors’ (1 Chron. 

22.3) 
ל (7) ָ֛ ְׁק  ֥רֹות ּוִמשְׁ מְׁ ִמסְׁ ים לְׁ ִלִ֖ ק  ים ִלשְׁ ב  ֲחִמִש  ָ֑ ה  ז   
 ‘the weight of the nails was fifty golden shekels’ (2 Chron. 

3.9) 
Describing variation as a form of attraction has, therefore, very 
limited applicability. Indeed, in most cases, it has no effect at all. 

 
5 For this lexeme, the plural with -īm is attested only in the absolute 
(Gen. 37.7), while the plural with -ōṯ occurs only in the pronominal 
state (Gen. 37.7; Ps. 126.6). 
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Explanations thus far have appealed to multiple lines of 
reasoning which are internally inconsistent and which provide a 
coherent account of neither the mismatch in gender-number nor 
the alternation between plural suffixes in Hebrew. A diachronic 
explanation, to the best of my knowledge, has not been offered. 
Both gender-number mismatch and the use of alternating mor-
phemes are attested in other Semitic languages, and a review of 
the evidence there may shed some light on Hebrew. 

3.0. Sound Plurals in Semitic 
Many Semitic languages use broken plurals for some or most of 
their substantives. Such a system is found in the languages of the 
Arabian Peninsula (Arabic, Modern South Arabian, and Epi-
graphic South Arabian) and Ethiopia (Gəʿəz). A strong preference 
for sound plurals of the type that Hebrew shows is found primar-
ily in Northwest and East Semitic. Other branches show a much 
more complicated combination of broken plurals and sound plu-
rals, with a strong preference for the former. Therefore, the most 
relevant sub-branches for a comparison with Hebrew are Akka-
dian, Aramaic, and Ugaritic,6 although evidence from Ethiopic 
and Arabic is also illustrative. 

I have collected all nouns that show a morphologically un-
expected plural, namely a reflex of Proto-Semitic (PS) *-ūn on 
feminine nouns and a reflex of PS *-āt on masculine nouns.7 The 

 
6 The list should include also Canaanite dialects, but due to the paucity 
of the evidence they are less useful for a comparison. 
7 Data on Akkadian plurals was collected from CAD and Streck (2010). 
Data on Ugaritic plurals was collected from DULAT. Data on Aramaic 
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comparison is not exhaustive, because for some nouns, plural 
forms are not attested. This is especially true for Ugaritic, but 
also on occasion for Akkadian, where some plural forms are con-
sistently written with logograms, and so remain morphologically 
opaque. Another snag is that we cannot truly evaluate the ratio 
of predictable plural morphology with mismatched gender-num-
ber morphology, since we have no access to speakers, and some-
times only limited access to texts. The reliance on information 
from dictionaries is not without risk, since dictionaries list all 
forms, regardless of their actual status in the language. Neverthe-
less, for a broad comparison, there is no other resource to collect 
evidence. 

All the languages examined for this study have a significant 
number of substantives the plural of which is unpredictable. With 
the exception of Aramaic, most languages show a strong prefer-
ence for the use of *-āt at the expense of other plural forms, re-
gardless of gender; namely, the number of substantives selecting 
an unpredictable *-āt is far larger than that of substantives select-
ing an unpredictable *-ūn. In Ugaritic the ratio of unpredictable 
*-āt to *-ūn is 2:1, in Biblical Hebrew it is slightly over 2:1, in 
Mishnaic Hebrew it is 3.5:1, and in Akkadian it is 30:1. The pref-
erence in Aramaic is reversed: the ratio of unpredictable *-ūn to 
unpredictable *-āt in Syriac is more than 5:1. Clearly, all lan-
guages show a strong preference for one of the plural morphemes 
and their distribution is therefore not random. In this respect, 

 

plurals was collected from Sokoloff (2002; 2003), Cook (2015), Payne 
Smith (1879), which are all incorporated in the online CAL. 
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Hebrew patterns with Akkadian and Ugaritic, but not with Ara-
maic. 

The set of nouns with unpredictable plurals is not easily 
compared, since not all languages share the lexicon and the 
shared set of nouns which select the same unpredictable plural 
morpheme is small.8 Additionally, there is some variation even 
in the case of the most prototypical examples of unpredictable 
plural formation; for example, the plural of ‘father’, which selects 
*-āt in Hebrew ʾa ̊̄ḇōṯ and Aramaic ʾabāhātā, appears to select a 
masculine plural in Akkadian abbû,9 despite the fact that Akka-
dian shows the most notable preference for *-āt. Table 3 below 
includes nouns that show the same unpredictable plural across 
Northwest Semitic (NSW) and Akkadian. This is a very short list, 
and includes two loan words from Akkadian, the first originally 
Sumerian (kissē ‘chair’ < kussû; mazza ̊̄l ‘constellation’ < maz-
zāzu).  

 
8 In some languages, the gender of the noun has changed, and the plural 
is therefore no longer unpredictable, at least synchronically.  
9 Assyrian abbāʾū; see Huehnergard (1987, 186). 
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Table 3: Nouns selecting the same plural reflex10 

 
Hebrew  
singular 

Hebrew  
plural 

Aramaic  
plural 

Ugaritic  
plural 

Akkadian  
plural 

*-āt 
kissē ‘chair’ kisʾōṯ kursāyān ksảt kussâtu11 
layla ̊̄ ‘night’ lēlōṯ lelāwān — liliātum 

*mazza ̊̄l ‘constellation’12 mazza ̊̄lōṯ mazzālān — manzalātu 

*-ūn 
ʾɛbɛn ‘stone’ ʾăḇa ̊̄nīm ʾabnīn ʾabnm abnū 
ḥiṭṭa ̊̄ ‘wheat’ ḥiṭṭīm ḥeṭṭīn ḥṭm (ḥṭt?) — 
śəʿora ̊̄ ‘barley’ śəʿōrīm sʿārīn šʿrm — 

Nevertheless, a comparison can be made between the lan-
guages to illustrate how plural morphemes pattern. Note the fol-
lowing two comparative tables, where the plurals of 16 nouns are 
provided. Table 4 presents a set of Hebrew masculine singular 
forms which select the plural morpheme *-āt, along with their 
equivalents in Aramaic, Ugaritic, and Akkadian. Some of these 
substantives select more than one plural morpheme, in which 
case the most common morpheme was chosen for the sake of 

 
10 Other possible lexemes are attested only in Hebrew and Aramaic, such 
as bēṣa ̊̄ ‘egg’, dəḇōra ̊̄ ‘bee’, dəḇēla ̊̄ ‘dried fig’, yōna ̊̄ ‘dove’, milla ̊̄ ‘word’, 
nəma ̊̄la ̊̄ ‘ant’, səʾa ̊̄ ‘seah’, ṣəp̊̄ardēaʿ ‘frog’, etc. ʿir~ʿa ̊̄rīm ‘town’ is attested 
only in Hebrew and Ugaritic. 
11 Most plural attestations of this lexeme are written with Sumerograms 
and are thus morphologically opaque; however, see gišGU.ZA-a-at ḫu-ra-
ṣi ‘golden thrones’ (YOS 11, 23.18), where the head noun shows -āt in 
construct (Steinkeller 2005, 29). I wish to thank an anonymous re-
viewer for referring me to this text. 
12 This noun is attested only in the plural in the Bible. 
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simplicity. The shaded cells indicate substantives which select a 
reflex of *-āt.13 
Table 4: Masculine nouns with *-āt plural forms 

Hebrew sg Hebrew pl Aramaic pl Ugaritic pl Akkadian pl 
ʾagga ̊̄n ‘basin’ ʾagga ̊̄nōṯ ʾaggānīn — agannātu 
miška ̊̄n ‘tent’ miška ̊̄nōṯ14 mašknīn — maškanātu 
za ̊̄na ̊̄ḇ ‘tail’ zəna ̊̄ḇōṯ dunbīn — zibbāti 
pē ‘mouth’ pēyōṯ/piyyōṯ pumīn — pâtu 
na ̊̄ha ̊̄r ‘river’ nəha ̊̄rōṯ nharīn15 nhrm nārātu 
lūaḥ ‘tablet’ lūḥōṯ luḥīn lḥt — 
mizbēaḥ ‘altar’ mizbəḥōṯ madbḥīn mdbḥt — 
mōša ̊̄ḇ ‘dwelling’ mōša ̊̄ḇōṯ mawtabīn mṯbt — 
ʿa ̊̄p̊̄a ̊̄r ‘dust’ ʿåp̊̄rōṯ ʿaprīn (Syr) ʿprm ? 

The table illustrates that within Northwest Semitic, Aramaic is 
the least similar to Hebrew,16 with Ugaritic slightly more similar; 

 
13 The table includes only nouns whose plurals are attested in at least 
three of the four languages represented here. 
14 This lexeme selects -ōṯ twice (Ezek. 25.4 in the pronominal state; Ps. 
46.5 in construct) out of 20 plural occurrences. 
15 This is the plural in the earlier dialects. Later dialects shift to *-āt, 
e.g., Syriac nharwān. 
16 The list of mismatched Aramaic–Hebrew nouns is longer than what 
is presented here, but in many cases, there are no cognates, or no plu-
rals, attested in other languages, which precludes definitive conclusions 
on the pattern in Hebrew. Some of the nouns which show -ōṯ in Hebrew, 
but -īn in Aramaic are ʾōṣa ̊̄r ‘treasure, granary’, zikka ̊̄rōn ‘memory’, 
ḥălōm ‘dream’, mizra ̊̄q ‘basin’, ma ̊̄ṭa ̊̄r ‘rain’ (Job 37.6), masmēr ‘nail’ 
(twice with -ōṯ and twice with -īm), ʿēśɛb ‘grass’ (Ps. 27.25), ṣōm ‘fast’ 
(Est. 9.31), qəra ̊̄ḇ ‘war’ (Ps. 68.31), ma ̊ʾ̄ ōr ‘light’ (except in Ezek. 32.8). 
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however, Hebrew patterns more often with Akkadian than with 
its closest Northwest Semitic relatives. 

Table 5 below includes feminine singular nouns, either 
marked or unmarked for gender, which select the plural mor-
pheme *-ūn. In Hebrew and even more so in Akkadian, this is a 
relatively small category, as neither language has many cases 
where feminine singular nouns select *-ūn.  
Table 5: Feminine nouns with *ūn plural 
 Hebrew Aramaic Ugaritic Akkadian 
ʾɛḇɛn ‘stone’ ʾăḇa ̊̄nīm ʾabnīn ʾabnm abnū 
ḥiṭṭa ̊̄ ‘grain’ ḥiṭṭīm ḥeṭṭīn ḥṭm (ḥṭt?) — 
ləḇēna ̊̄ ‘brick’ ləḇēnīm libnīn lbnt17 libnātu 
ʿēz ‘goat’ ʿizzīm ʿinzīn ʿzm enzāti 
ra ̊̄ḥēl ‘ewe’ rəḥēlīm riḥlīn — laẖrū 
šibbōlɛt ‘ear of grain’ šibbōlīm šebblīn, šubblīn šblt šubulātu 
ša ̊̄na ̊̄ ‘year’ ša ̊̄nīm18 šnīn šnm šanātu 
təʾēna ̊̄ ‘fig’ təʾēnīm tʾenīn — tinātu 
paʿam ‘step’ pəʿa ̊̄mīm19 —  pʿnt pēnū/pēnētu20 

 
17 Although the singular and plural are indistinguishable in Ugaritic or-
thography, the construct bt lbnt ‘brick house’ (1.4 V 11) likely contains 
a plural form (‘a house of bricks’ rather than ‘a house of brick’). 
18 The absolute plural of this lexeme is -īm, the construct and pronomi-
nal indicate either -ōṯ or -īm, sometimes in the same book, e.g., šənōṯēḵa ̊̄ 
‘your (ms) years’ (Job 10.5) versus ša ̊̄na ̊̄w ‘his years’ (Job 36.26). 
19 There are three instances of -ōṯ (Exod. 25.12; 37.3; 1 Kgs 7.30), all in 
the pronominal state, out of 61 plural occurrences. 
20 The form of the plural of pēnu ‘thigh’ depends on its gender, as it is 
attested with both genders in Akkadian. 
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The data indicates that in the case of feminine nouns with *-ūn 
plurals, Hebrew patterns exactly with Aramaic, a bit less with 
Ugaritic, and very little with Akkadian.  

Tables 4 and 5 show that Biblical Hebrew has slightly more 
variation than Aramaic, which shows greater propensity for *-ūn, 
and Akkadian, which leans toward *-āt; however, Hebrew pat-
terns with Akkadian more than expected given its phylogenetic 
position. 

Borrowed lexemes are a special case. Typically, when bor-
rowed lexemes are incorporated into the host system, they are 
expected to follow the standard morphological rules of the host 
system. In the languages I examined, most borrowed lexemes se-
lect *-āt, regardless of their gender, animacy, or the morphology 
of the singular. 21 For example, words borrowed into Akkadian, 
primarily from Sumerian, frequently select *-āt, e.g., 
ḫarwaraḫuzu~ ḫarwaraḫuz-āt-u ‘tool’ (< Hurr.); iššakku~iššakk-
āt-u ‘local ruler’ (< Sum.). In Ugaritic, evidence of plural forms 
for loan and native lexemes is limited, but nablủ~nblảt ‘flame’ 
(< Akk. nabl-ū) is quite striking, as Ugaritic selects the plural 
marker -āt, even though the original Akkadian plural is -ū. In 
Mishnaic Hebrew, -ōṯ is the preferred plural morpheme for bor-
rowed lexemes, e.g., ma ̊̄mōn~ma ̊̄mōnōṯ ‘wealth, value’ (<Gr.), 
simpōn~simpōnōṯ ‘receipt’ (<Gr.). Since most of the borrowed 

 
21 The tendency to mark borrowed words with *-āt is also widespread 
in modern Arabic dialects; e.g., ranǧ-āt ‘Range Rovers’ (Bettega 2017, 
162). See also Fischer (2002, 66, §104, n. 1) for a similar phenomenon 
in Classical Arabic. 
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lexemes in this stage of Hebrew are Greek,22 many carry a Greek 
masculine or neuter suffix, which includes a rounded vowel (-ος/ 
-ον), giving false support to the impression that the conditioning 
factor is phonological. Many other lexemes without this mor-
pheme also select -ōṯ; e.g., zūḡ~zūḡōṯ ‘pair’, ʾissar~ʾissarōṯ ‘coin’, 
etc. 

The comparative evidence provides a number of useful 
leads. First, Hebrew is clearly not an exceptional system and sev-
eral of the phenomena assumed thus far to be Hebrew-specific 
and/or Hebrew-internal should be examined from a much 
broader perspective. Second, Hebrew often patterns with Akka-
dian, not, as might be expected, with Aramaic or Ugaritic. Expla-
nations given for the distribution of the plural morphemes in He-
brew clearly cannot be based solely on internal evidence (§2.0 
above).  

The assumption in the scholarly literature is that, since plu-
ral morphemes are gendered, feminine nouns will choose *-āt and 
masculine nouns will choose *-ūn. This assumption is true for the 
distribution of the plural morphemes with adjectives and partici-
ples, where the plural morphemes behave predictably. If indeed 
plural marker distribution on adjectives is the same as that for 
substantives, as is widely assumed (Hasselbach 2007), one should 
expect alignment of the plural morphemes with appropriately 
gendered singular nouns. But that is not the case. The Semitic 
languages examined here, including Hebrew, show numerous se-

 
22 See Heijmans (2013) for the most up-to-date list of borrowed Greek 
lexemes.  
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mantically and morphologically diverse categories of substan-
tives that do not select the expected suffix. Since all Semitic lan-
guages with a similar number system show the plural morpheme 
to be unpredictable with substantives, any answer provided by 
examining Hebrew alone, outside its Semitic context is likely to 
be partial, if not misleading. I now turn to examine what these 
observations bring to the study of Hebrew. 

4.0. Hebrew in Context 
Given the comparative evidence, it emerges that some claims 
concerning the distribution of plural morphemes in Hebrew are 
unsustainable. The phonological and morphological factors con-
ditioning the choice of *-āt, if they exist at all, cannot be internal 
Hebrew factors. For example, the patterns miqṭa ̊̄l/maqṭēl, which 
are listed as conditioning -ōṯ (Tubul 2003, 74–75), include nouns 
which are attested in other languages with the plural *-āt.23 If 
there is a morphological factor underlying the choice of the plu-
ral morpheme, it should be expected to apply as equally to Uga-
ritic and Akkadian as it does to Hebrew. 

Given the distribution observed in the previous section, not 
only is the organisation of plural morphemes in Hebrew unex-
ceptional; it is also possibly inherited from some ancestor. While 
it is interesting to trace the distribution of each morpheme in 
Biblical and post-biblical Hebrew, studying them in isolation 

 
23 For example, Hebrew miška ̊̄n~miškānoṯ ‘dwelling’ and Akkadian 
maškanātu; Hebrew maśśa ̊̄~maśśa ̊ʾ̄ ōṯ and Aramaic massān; Hebrew 
mōša ̊̄ḇ~môša ̊̄ḇōṯ ‘dwelling’ and Ugaritic mṯbt, etc. 
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from similar patterns in other languages has not yielded fruitful 
results.  

One of the shortcomings of this scholarly navel-gazing is 
failure to observe that plural formation in post-biblical Hebrew 
does not pattern with Aramaic. The influence of Aramaic on Rab-
binic Hebrew is well documented, but plural nominal morphemes 
remain largely unaffected. The reason may be that, crosslinguis-
tically, bound morphemes tend to exhibit low borrowability 
(Matras 2014). It may also indicate that the system in Hebrew 
was already firmly established by the time Hebrew speakers came 
into intense contact with Aramaic speakers. 

The difference between the distribution of plural mor-
phemes in the languages examined here, as well as the docu-
mented diachronic shift to -ōṯ observed in post-biblical Hebrew 
indicate that nominal plural morphemes are not gendered. Addi-
tionally, not only does the gender of the singular fail significantly 
to affect the choice of plural morpheme, but so does the form of 
the singular. If either the gender or form had much relevance for 
plural formation, we should expect a much more consistent sys-
tem, where certain plural forms are blocked. Moreover, a pro-
nounced shift to -ōṯ in a system regulated by gender assignment 
would be unlikely, if -ōṯ were marked for gender. The fact that 
the shift happened regardless of an opposite shift in Aramaic is 
indicative that gender cannot be the principal feature. 

From the perspective of Hebrew historical linguistics, the 
two observations noted here, namely the historical shift in He-
brew to -ōṯ and the difference between the trends in Hebrew and 
Aramaic, may be useful for the relative dating of biblical texts, if 
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used with caution. In order to properly ascribe weight to the oc-
currence of a particular plural morpheme, we must first trace its 
distribution across the entire corpus, under the assumption that 
in proto-Hebrew plural morphemes on substantives were not gen-
dered. This will allow us to identify the pattern of change, if such 
exists. The use of a specific plural morpheme does not have a 
clear binary monarchic/exilic distribution; rather, it can be inter-
preted as historically significant if certain conditions are met. 
There are two ways of interpreting the evidence:  

(1) A change from -īm to -ōṯ can be interpreted as a sign of 
a diachronic shift in cases in which -ōṯ appears in texts 
known or thought to be late, as well as post-biblical He-
brew, while -īm is restricted to early texts or Transitional 
Biblical Hebrew (TBH). 
(2) A localised use of -īm may be an indication of Aramaic 
interference in cases in which -īm appears in some late 
texts, while -ōṯ appears in texts of various periods, includ-
ing Late Biblical Hebrew (LBH) and post-biblical Hebrew. 
Comparison to Aramaic is instructive, if the lexeme is at-
tested there. 

Claim (1) above can be illustrated with the distribution of 
the plural of ḥallōn ‘window’. In monarchic period texts it is plu-
ralised with -īm, ex. (8), in exilic texts, it shows both plurals, (9)–
(10), and in LBH (11) and post-biblical Hebrew (12), -ōṯ is found. 
This tallies with the observation made by several scholars, that 
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during its attested history Hebrew shifts to use -ōṯ more gener-
ally, at the expense of -īm.24 

ׂש (8) ֣ע  י  ִית ו  ָבַ֔ י ל  לֹוֵנָּ֖ י֙ם ח  ֻקִפִ֥ שְּ  
 ‘he made window frames for the house’ (1 Kgs 6.4) 
ים (9) לֹוִנ֣ ח  ה  ֲאֻטמֹות וְּ י֙ם ָהָ֠ ִתי ִקִ֤ ָהא  ָסִביב֙  ֙׀ וְּ  
 ‘and the sealed windows and the galleries around’ (Ezek. 

41.16)25 
ֹּל֣נֹות (10) ח  י֙ם ֲאֻט֣מֹות וְּ ָתִאִ֡ ל־ה  ַֽ א   
 ‘and sealed windows facing the chambers’ (Ezek. 40.16) 
(11) ֙ יח   ִג  שְּ ֹות מ  ֲחֹּלנַ֔ ַֽ ִמן־ה   
 ‘gazing from the windows’ (Song 2.9) 
עליה֙ם יוסיף ולא החלונות מן יפחות לא (12)  
 ‘he shall not reduce or increase the number of windows’ 

(m. Baba Metzia 8.9) 
It is, therefore, warranted to assume that for this noun the plural 
-ōṯ in Song of Songs is a sign of lateness, while the use of -īm 
likely positions a text no later than the Babylonian Exile. 

Claim (2) is more complicated. Since Aramaic exhibits the 
exact opposite direction of Hebrew, under certain conditions the 

 
24 Other examples of a shift from -īm > -ōṯ are observable in the case 
of, among others, the nouns mōʿēḏ ‘appointed time’, which occurs with 
-ōṯ only in 2 Chron. 8.13; maṭʿa ̊̄m ‘savoury dish’, which occurs with -ōṯ 
only in Prov. 23.6, 3; ma ̊̄ḡēn ‘shield’, which occurs with -ōṯ in 2 Chron. 
23.9 (and also in contemporary Akkadian; cf. von Soden 1966, 16), but 
with -īm everywhere else; pɛrɛṣ ‘breach’ occurs with -īm in Amos 4.3; 
9.11, but with -ōṯ in Ezek. 13.5; and others.  
25 Ezekiel is the only text where ḥallōn ‘window’ conditions feminine 
agreement. 
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appearance of -īm may be indicative of an Aramaism and, there-
fore, of exilic or post-exilic date. One must exercise caution, how-
ever, as not all nouns that select -īm are a result of foreign inter-
ference, and an early use of the plural morpheme -īm should be 
clearly distinguished from a hypothesised Aramaic calque -īm. I 
suggest that we can verify whether -īm is a result of language 
contact, if there is evidence that both pre-exilic and later texts 
regularly use -ōṯ, while -īm occurs only in texts that are suspected 
of being under Aramaic influence. A few examples will suffice to 
demonstrate the potential of this feature. 

The biblical nouns pinna ̊̄ ‘corner’ and parsa ̊̄ ‘hoof’ are at-
tested with the plural morpheme -ōṯ in both pre-exilic, (13)–(14), 
and exilic or post exilic, (15)–(16), texts: 

ת (13) ע  ִ֤ שֹס  ע ֙ וְּ ס  ֙ת ש   ָרסַֹ֔ פְּ  
 ‘and that has cloven hooves’ (Lev. 11.3) 
יָת֙ (14) ָעִׂש֣ יו וְּ ֹנָתָ֗ רְּ ל ק  ַ֚ ע ע  ֣ ב  רְּ י֙ו א  ִפֹנָתַ֔  
 ‘you shall create its horns on its four corners’ (Exod. 27.2) 
ֹות (15) סִ֥ רְּ ה ּופ  ֵהָמָּ֖ א בְּ ִֹ֥ ֙ם ל ָלֵחַֽ ִתדְּ  

 ‘the hooves of a beast will not bother them’ (Ezek. 32.13) 
(16) ֙ ָדִלים  ִמגְּ ל־ה  ֹו֙ת ע  ִפנַ֔ ל־ה  ע  וְּ  
 ‘over the towers and [their] corners’ (2 Chron. 26.15) 

The same morpheme is also used in post-biblical Hebrew, where 
both lexemes select the plural -ōṯ: 

פרסותי֙ו מקיף הוא (17)  
 ‘he surrounds his hooves’ (m. Bekhorot 7.6) 
פינותי֙ו ארבע על ארבע (18)  
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 ‘its corners are four by four’ (m. Middot 1.1)26 

However, in Zechariah, an Achaemenid period text, both nouns 
select the plural morpheme -īm: 

ן (19) ָּ֖ ֵסיה  רְּ ֙ק ּופ  ָפֵרַֽ יְּ  
 ‘he will tear their hooves’ (Zech. 11.16) 
ר (20) ע  ֣ ד־ש  י֙ם ע  ִפִנַ֔ ה   
 ‘up to the corner gate’ (Zech. 14.10) 

Given the distribution of the plural -ōt in pre-exilic, exilic, 
and post-exilic texts, the occurrence of -īm in Zechariah is excep-
tional, requiring explanation. I suggest that the choice of plural 
morpheme is a localised Aramaic calque, which failed to be 
adopted in later periods.27 

A second example comes from Song of Songs, another post-
exilic text. The language of Song has generally been dated to the 
Hellenistic period based on a number of late features.28 Dobbs-
Allsopp (2005) proposes that the plural of mɛḡɛḏ ‘precious thing’ 

 
26 Sharvit (1990, 370) notes a few instances of pinnīm ‘corners’ in Mish-
naic manuscripts, but they are rather likely related to pa ̊̄nīm ‘face’.  
27 Neither lexical item is attested in Persian period Aramaic texts. In 
Late Antique dialects pnītā takes -ātā (e.g., in Syriac), although the lex-
eme is likely derived from a different root (Aram. √pny versus Hebrew 
√pnn). The lexeme parsā is also attested in later texts, where its plural 
morpheme varies. JPA has parsātā, while Syriac uses parsānē as well.  
28 The list of LBH features in Song includes orthography (the plene 
spelling of da ̊̄wīḏ ‘David’), morphology (e.g., preference for the 1cs pro-
noun ʾ ănī), syntax (the decline of narrative wayyiqṭol), and lexicon (pref-
erence for ḥēḵ for mouth instead of the early pē). See Dobbs-Allsopp 
(2005) for a fairly thorough list and discussion. 
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there, mǝḡa ̊̄ḏīm (Song 4.13, 16; 7.14), is a late feature, on the 
basis of the discussion in Polzin (1976), who argued that prefer-
ence for nominal pluralisation is a sign of lateness.  

ִיך֙  (21) ָלח   ס שְּ ֵד֣ רְּ י֙ם פ  ם ִרמֹוִנַ֔ י ִעָּ֖ ִר֣ י֙ם פְּ ָגִדָּ֑ מְּ  
 ‘your branches are a pomegranate orchard with precious 

fruit’ (Song 4.13) 

This proposal is difficult because another plural, miḡda ̊̄nōṯ, is used 
in several other biblical texts, so the use of the plural is not per 
se diagnostic:29 

ָדֹנת (22) ן ּוִמגְּ ָאִחיָה֙ ָנת  ִאָמ֙ה לְּ ּולְּ  
 ‘he gave precious things to her brother and mother’ (Gen. 

24.53) 
ִיֵתן (23) ם ו  ם ָלה  ָתנֹות ֲאִביה  בֹות מ  ף ר  ס  כ  ָזָהב לְּ ָדנֹו֙ת ּולְּ ִמגְּ ּולְּ  
 ‘their father gave many presents of silver, gold and precious 

things’ (2 Chron. 21.3) 
The exact dating of Gen. 24, ex. (22), is difficult. Rofé (1990) has 
suggested that it is a Persian period text, based on its language. 
Rendsburg (2002) argues on the basis of the same features that it 
is not a late text, but rather a Northern text, which per Rendsburg 
includes multiple instances of Aramaisms, as a form of style 
switching. This analysis includes the lexeme mɛḡɛḏ, which Rends-
burg argues is ‘Aramaic-like’ and Rofé suggests is late.30 Hendel 

 
29 See also Ezra 1.6 and 2 Chron. 32.23. 
30 Akkadian *magattu~magadātu is a possible cognate. Von Soden 
(1966, 16) reads magāṭātu and suggests that it is a loanword from Ara-
maic, whose root he suggests is √ghṭ (see Sokoloff 2002, 362). CAD as-
sumes the root is √mgd. The lexeme is still listed as an Aramaic loan in 
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and Joosten (2019, 81–82), however, note that despite the late 
features and signs of contact with Aramaic embedded in Gen. 24, 
the text also exhibits several CBH features which are generally 
absent from LBH. They, therefore, suggest that the text belongs 
to TBH. 

What has not previously been noted in the context of this 
discussion is the form of the plural. Song of Songs pluralises 
mɛḡɛḏ with -īm, while all other biblical texts, whatever their date, 
use -ōṯ. Following the criteria I set above, the plural with -īm in 
a single text is exceptional, and since the language clearly did not 
stop using -ōṯ to pluralise this substantive, it may be a calque of 
the Aramaic plural. Indeed, all dialects of Aramaic where the lex-
eme is attested pluralise mɛḡɛḏ with a reflex of *-ūn: JPA 
maḡdānīn, Targum maḡdānīn, Syr. maḡdunē (or meḡdunē). The plu-
ral of mɛḡɛḏ in Song is, therefore, likely an Aramaic calque, which 
lends support to the LBH dating of the text. 

Some other possible cases are the plural of kinnōr ‘lyre’. It 
generally selects -ōṯ in pre-exilic (2 Sam. 6.5) and post-exilic 
(Neh. 12.27) biblical texts. This is also true in Mishnaic Hebrew 
(e.g., m. Sukkot 5.4). The only exception is Ezek. 26.13, where it 
appears as kinnōrayiḵ ‘your (fs) lyres’. In Aramaic, this noun also 
selects *-ūn, for example JPA kīnārīn, Syriac kēnārē. The plural of 

 

CAD although no Aramaic origin is noted. Abraham and Sokoloff (2011, 
40) reject Sokoloff’s etymology, but suggest no alternative. Given the 
context of the lexeme in Akkadian, that is, a dowry list, it is possible 
that it is a cognate of the Aramaic and Hebrew lexeme. Its attestation 
in Neo-Babylonian roughly fits the date of the first instance of the lex-
eme in Hebrew, if Gen. 24 is viewed as a TBH text. The evidence is, 
however, too scant for a clear conclusion. 
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ša ̊̄ḇūaʿ ‘week’ is typically pluralised with -ōṯ in both pre-exilic 
(Exod. 34.22) and post-exilic (2 Chron. 8.13) biblical texts. The 
same plural is found in Mishnaic Hebrew (e.g., Megilla 3.5). The 
only exception is Daniel, where all occurrences of the plural of 
ša ̊̄ḇūaʿ are ša ̊̄ḇūʿīm. The plural of this noun in Aramaic is similarly 
a reflex of *-ūn, e.g., JPA and CPA šābuʿīn, Syriac šabuʿē. Caution 
should be exercised, however, in evaluating such cases, and evi-
dence from Aramaic and post-biblical Hebrew is crucial to estab-
lishing the direction of change. 

5.0. Summary and Conclusions 
This paper has dealt with the age-old problem of mismatched 
plurals in Hebrew. I have attempted to show that the study of 
such phenomena purely on the basis of Hebrew is misleading. In 
a comparative perspective, the distribution of plural morphemes 
in Hebrew is not exceptional and has parallels in other Semitic 
languages. The comparative evidence as well as documented di-
achronic shifts in Hebrew can be used for linguistic dating. The 
main methodological conclusion I hope readers draw from this 
paper is that the study of the structure of Hebrew must not be 
undertaken in isolation from evidence in other languages; in most 
cases comparative evidence is invaluable. 
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